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Restrooms in Library North are closed for renovation and will reopen in early 2007.

Demolition has begun on Library North 1 & 2. Learning Commons coming in early 2007!

The Reference Desk is now located on Library North 3. Circulation and Reserves are located in the Media Center on Library South 2, just inside the Library entrance.

...that the transformation is costing a grand total of 20 million dollars? Students interested in a renovated library space voted to fund part of the library transformation.

...that workers cut a hole to join the first and second floors of Library North in October? An open staircase will be built in the new opening, and a new link will be added to connect the second floors of library North and South. We hope that these new additions will make the library easier to navigate and use.

...that the whole Transformation process will take 16 months to complete, and will renovate all five floors in Library North and three in Library South? All the links will also be widened, and new link between the 2nd floors of North and South will be added.